I0100 – Klopp Portable Manual Coin Counter And Wrapper, Model CM – Has The Same Features As The Electric Model, But It Is Hand Operated With An Easy-To Turn Balanced Crank. It Does Not Sort. The Portable Is Ideal For Routes Or When A Limited Budget Is A Consideration. The CM Weighs ONLY 14 LBS. While The PORTABLE CE And KK Weigh 22 Lbs. All Three Have A Balanced Carrying Handle For Easy Movement. Comes With A One-Year Warranty. 9" Wide, 14" Long, 10" High. Weight; 14 Lbs/Shipping Weight; 20 Lbs.

I0101 – Klopp Portable Electric Coin Counter And Wrapper, Model CE – Counts, Wraps Or Bags Dollars, Quarters, Nickels, Dimes, Pennies And Tokens One Denomination At A Time. It’s Portable. It Does Not Sort. Pour A Large Quantity Of The Same Denomination Of Coins Into The Tray. Set The Controls And Insert A Bank Wrapper In The Wrapping Tube. Turn “ON”. In Four Seconds The Wrapper Is Filled With Proper Number Of Coins And The Coin Flow Stops. Repeat This Process Until All Coins Are Counted And Wrapped. The CE Will Also Count And Bag Coins Instead Of Wrapping With An Optional Bag Tube. The Resettable Meter Will Tell You The Number Of Coins That Have Been Counted Into The Bag.Unit Has A 1/20 HP, 115 VAC, 60 Hz. Motor And A One-Year Warranty. 9" Wide, 14" Long, 10" High. Weight; 22 Lbs/Shipping Weight; 30 lbs.

I0102 – Klopp Model SE Electric Coin Sorter Sorts Quarters, Nickels, Dimes And Pennies, One Denomination From The Other (Dollars And Tokens Optional). Processes 1,000 Coins Per Minute. 22" Wide, 13" High, 21" (Open). 1/30hp, 115 VAC, 60 Hz. Weight: 33 lbs. Shipping Weight 41 Lbs.

I0103 – Klopp Model SM Manual Coin Sorter Has The Same Basic Features And Denominations As The Model SE, But It Is Operated With An Easy-To-Turn-Balanced Crank. 22" Wide, 11" High, 12" Long. Weight: 19 Lbs./Shipping Weight 26 Lbs.